To start our development of our article in the style of Little White Lies, we had to emulate the design
style of how the film review is laid out, and we decided to use photoshop and use rulers to guide our
process of designing what each section will be used for.

]

This is the start
of the process of
my article which
I started on
Tuesday 23rd
April 2013 @
14:18. It shows
the rulers which
I arranged from
the top and the
side.
The three
sections at the
bottom are
explicitly for the
review, while
underneath the
title of film is the
director, cast and release date.

I clicked on the T tool which is the TEXT tool and dragged to make a box which you can see in the
above screenshot. This is the area which I have emulated to put the Director, Actor and Release Date
in this format..
Director Mehul Laxhman
Starring Hamza Kazmi
Release Date 23 Nov 2013

After I drew the textbox, I
inserted the text containing
information of the Director,
Star of Film and Release

Date. This is of paramount importance because the first information which the reader needs is the
release date of when the film is being shown and also the actor because they might know him/her,
so in my experience of reading any review online, if I see the name of Emma Watson or Bonnie
Wright, I am excited for the film because I have seen these two actresses grow infront of my eyes
and we have grown up together in the world of film.

Next, before I decided to insert my actual review, I decided to pick a picture which will make an
astounding impact on the reader, and give them a first impression of what the narrative of my short
film is about.
Little White Lies’s style of their image has rounded corners, as this is their house style for their
magazine. I through the Photoshop training which I received through the Maintenance Assistant @
Wanstead Media showed us to draw a square selection box around my image, and click on Refine
Edges.

In order to make the edges rounded as
Little White Lies, the function for this is
through ‘Feather’ if you increased this
bar, It previews the image in the
background to be rounded and 20.0 is
what seems perfect to me.

The Image is now perfect in the
style of Little White Lies.

This is the text box in which I
will insert my film review, and
do the same for the other two
text boxes here.

This is the final stage of the
production of my Film Review and
as I have inserted my review in the
middle and final column, I
purposefully left it until half way
down the final column in order to
insert the ratings system.

This rating system which helps
another sect of the audience to
make a judgement for my short
film shows what I as the reviewer
has rated this short film.

I have inserted a text layer for
each number and separated it into layers to position them in this section.

